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eskrima is somewhat unique in the fact that it is a pair of fighting (often called "dual") rather than a
single martial art. this is because, unlike most martial arts, the weapons are always paired. there is

some debate as to whether it is a single art or multiple art. in the united states, it is generally
accepted as one art, and eskrima is often taught as a single art, though some schools teach the

single art concept. eskrima is a form of dual arts fighting. all eskrima practitioners follow the same
set of rules. eskrima allows any type of weapon to be used, such as knives, metal rods, wood sticks,

metal staffs, heavy brass knuckles, or any other metal or wooden item. eskrima is essentially a
martial art with three basic techniques: a strike, a throw, and a choke. these techniques are called

eskrima, eskrima kuntal and eskrima leklut. eskrima is characterized by the use of the right hand to
strike and the left hand to throw. in eskrima kuntal and eskrima leklut, both hands are used to strike
and throw. eskrima uses the whole body, and requires no specific stance or distance. the technique
itself is the priority, and the stance is secondary. the traditional eskrima techniques are also called
"ninety-nine point techniques" because they are made up of a total of 99 movements. for decades,

the standard method for cutting weight was excessive fasting and dehydration, which was later
replaced by diuretics and laxatives, diet pills and vomiting, which all have significant health risks
associated with them. not only are these methods illegal in the sport of sambo, but they are often

ineffective, costly, labor-intensive, and time-consuming.
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ultimately, the type of person you are as a sambo athlete is a direct reflection of your attitude and
willingness to train and compete. as a coach, i constantly have to remind myself to be a positive role
model for my athletes. ive experienced a lot of bad coaching and bad attitudes in my lifetime and i
hate seeing it in other coaches as well. i consider myself a positive role model for my athletes, and

ive seen my athletes grow from the top-notch sambo athletes weve been fortunate to coach to
national and world medalists. be the best sambo coach you can be. follow the rules, share your

knowledge, and your passion for this sport, and youll help more sambo athletes achieve their goals
and dreams. your strength and conditioning coach is also the person who should be helping your

sambo athlete get into shape by optimizing and preparing your athletes for competition.
unfortunately, many strength and conditioning coaches are intimidated by their athletes sambo
skills, and theyre afraid that their athletes will not be competitive against other sambo athletes.

however, like steve, i believe it is our responsibility as coaches to help our athletes get into the best
shape possible. having a strong and conditioning sambo athlete who trains hard and is able to fight
an opponent in a friendly sparring match is the most ideal scenario. however, as coaches, we should
understand that no one wants to watch a sambo match where the sambo athlete has to work twice
as hard to perform the same moves. during my coaching career, ive had many sambo athletes who

needed to work hard to reach a level of sambo skill where they could take on an opponent in a
friendly sparring match. despite this, ive had many sambo athletes that got injured or lost their love

of sambo, and i had to put them through an in-season rehab plan to get them back on track.
remember that your sambo athlete is in great shape and thats because of your coaching. we need to

be the best coaches we can be to help our athletes get the best results we can get from them. we
can inspire our sambo athletes to get into the best shape possible by being positive role models for
them. if we truly care about our sambo athletes, we should be doing everything we can to get them
the best results possible. to do this, we should be doing our homework, training hard ourselves, and

being positive role models for our sambo athletes. 5ec8ef588b
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